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Abstract
We report on the use of formal methods and supporting tools during the development of a language applied in a banking environment. This language, called RISLA, is used to define the nature of the interest products offered by a bank. A RISLA description fixes the cash flows (amounts of money coming in or going out on particular dates) resulting from a product, and is used to generate COBOL code. The language has been developed with the use of algebraic specifications, the role of which is discussed.
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1 Introduction

Among the most exciting banking activities is the inter-bank trade of interest rate products [Tuc91, Cog95]. Large amounts of money are transferred, in order to fulfill the bank’s current or future financial needs. Interest rates can change at any moment, and trade in financial products is not without risk. These risks are further enlarged by the liberalization of the international financial market, making borrowing or lending in foreign currencies easier than ever.

The simplest interest rate product is the loan: a fixed amount in a certain currency is borrowed for a fixed period at a given interest rate. The risks involved here include, e.g., changes in the exchange rate of the currency or in the current market interest rate. More complicated products, such as the financial future, option, or the more recent swap, all aim at risk reallocation. Futures, e.g., fix a loan for a future period, and help the borrower to reduce the risk involved in rising interest rates. Every bank can invent new types of products, giving clients new risk reallocation opportunities. Whether the introduction of such a new instrument is a (financial) success largely depends on the bank’s abilities to offer new products faster than the competition.

Offering a new product to a large number of clients, however, is not without consequences for the bank’s automated systems. The financial administration needs to be able to process the new products (buyers, actual rates and amounts, interest payment periods, ...), and management information systems should provide bankers with up to date information concerning additional risks the bank is taking.

How can the bank’s automated systems be made so flexible that they can easily process new kinds of products? CAP Volmac1, commissioned by Bank MeesPierson2, started working out the following scenario. For each interest rate product, a high-level description is given in a new language called RISLA3. The basic assumption is that a product can be characterized by describing its cash flows. A cash flow is a series of (amount, date) pairs, indicating an amount of money leaving or entering the bank at a certain date. The kernel of a product description consists of a set of rules defining how to compute cash flows from initial contract values. These product descriptions suffice to generate the necessary COBOL procedure code. The core of this code consists of call to COBOL routines taken from a MeesPierson library developed over the past years. The code can be invoked to enter new contracts (instantiated products) and to retrieve information from entered contracts. (As required by the financial administration of management information systems.)

The key to success in this scenario is RISLA. Therefore, CAP Volmac and Bank MeesPierson decided to use formal methods during the design of this language. A cooperation was started with CWI, the Dutch national center for mathematics and computer science. An algebraic specification describing the language was to be written [AD92, Res94, Deu94], using the formalism ASF+SDF and its supporting system [BHK89, Kli93].

1 The work on RISLA was in particular initiated by the Orfis group — the Organization for Financial Information Systems; now part of CAP Volmac.
2 The cooperation originally started with Bank Mees & Hope.
3 A Dutch/English acronym for Rente (interest) Informatie Systeem LAnguage. Earlier documents use “RPM” as language name, an acronym for Rente Produkt Modelleringstaal.
In this document, we sketch an overview of the RISLA project, give the main ingredients of the specifications written, and discuss reasons of success, suggestions for improvement, and areas for further research.

2 Related Work

A completely independent, but remarkably similar project is described by Eggenschweiger and Gamma from the Union Bank of Switzerland [EG92]. They describe how ET++, a class library for C++, has been used to implement a swap valuation system.

The idea of using domain-specific languages to increase software productivity is studied at various sites. A recent Internet discussion on comp.software-eng, initiated by Philips Research Laboratories, included reactions from AT&T, Motorola, NASA, and various universities. The approach investigated by Philips is referred to as “end-user programming”. For a certain mature application area, domain experts and software engineers together develop a domain-specific formalism (DSF). As part of that, they establish a mapping between language constructs and graphical user-interface (GUI) components (dialogues, pull-down menus, data-entry). The software experts implement this mapping and use compiler generation technology to build tools for the DSF. The domain specialists can use the language to build and maintain their future (GUI-based) applications.

The SDRR (Software Design for Reliability and Reuse) group from Oregon advocates the development of small, domain-specific design languages, and the use of these languages as front-ends to program generation systems [WH95]. Related to that is the Amphion approach in use at Nasa. Amphion is based on a formally documented library of geometrical (FORTRAN) routines. Domain experts state their problem in a high-level formalism, and theorem proving is used to find the right call solving that problem correctly [LPPU94].

3 Project Overview

Before the RISLA formalization started, a folder [AG92] concerning the language RISLA was available, containing a number of product definitions. The notation used looked relatively stable, although small variations were visible between different products, and certain descriptions resorted to ad-hoc extensions of the notation.

Various built-in functions were assumed. Some of these dealt with date manipulation, for instance when computing the number of working days during which interest has to be paid; depending on the currency certain days may or may not count (e.g., the fourth of July or 14me Juillet), depending on the date computation convention applicable for the particular product. Other functions reflected operations that were frequently needed when manipulating interest computations. These functions were either based on existing COBOL routines, or informally described in natural language.

No context-free (BNF) grammar for RISLA existed at that moment. Type checking requirements were implicit: it was assumed that certain operations were only allowed on operands of particular types, but this was not explicitly stated.
3.1 First Formalization

Spring 1992, Bank MeesPierson, CAP Volmac, and CWI agreed to start a two person-month project aiming at the further development of the RISLA application language. A formal definition, using algebraic specifications, of RISLA was to be given, and some prototype tools, such as a syntax-directed editor and type checker were to be generated. Moreover, ten representative interest rate products had to be described using the newly developed RISLA, in order to illustrate its expressive power. The results of this project included a specification of the fundamental data types, a proposal for a context free grammar, and the definition of 10 example products [AD92].

In addition to developing the new language RISLA, CAP Volmac, CWI, and the University of Amsterdam (UvA), studied whether an existing language could be used. As it was conjectured that interest products involved certain “processes”, like “pay interest”, or “redeem a loan”, a language tailored towards process description was chosen, namely the Process Specification Formalism PSF [MV90]. In a pilot study, four interest products were defined using PSF. Surprisingly, the process specification facilities were not used to define these products; the definitions only involved functions and data structures. Finally, it was decided to stop experimenting with existing languages. The main reasons for this were that RISLA was by that time sufficiently developed and (i) it seemed that all products could easily be defined in RISLA; (ii) these product descriptions looked the way CAP Volmac and Bank MeesPierson wanted them to look; and (iii) RISLA was so small that the extra time needed to build a specialized compiler was considered worth the effort.

3.2 Building Tools in C, Lex, and Yacc

The bank’s reaction to the two-month formalization effort was positive. The increased understanding of the data types of RISLA, as well as the fixed context-free syntax strengthened the management’s faith in the RISLA approach. Work continued by defining the remaining (30) interest products of Bank MeesPierson, which triggered several extensions of the RISLA syntax. At that moment it was decided to base all processing of Bank MeesPierson’s interest rate products on RISLA descriptions.

The bank could have decided to use ASF+SDF to construct prototypes of the RISLA to COBOL compiler or a RISLA type checker. There were, however, several reasons not to do this. First of all, one should realize that the idea of using the specific RISLA language already was a small revolution within the bank. Introducing ASF+SDF in addition to RISLA would involve too many new things at the same time, and therefore endanger the acceptance of the RISLA project. Secondly, so far no experience existed with the use of ASF+SDF or algebraic specifications to generate COBOL programs. Lastly, the design phase of RISLA was considered to be completed, so a prototyping phase could safely be skipped.

For these reasons, the implementation of a RISLA to COBOL compiler was started immediately, using traditional tools like Lex, Yacc, and C. Type checking of RISLA specifications was not considered an urgent facility, so the analysis performed by the RISLA to COBOL compiler was at a minimal level.

In October 1994, after extensive testing of the generated COBOL programs (the bank’s
auditors have to check that only correct money transfers can occur), the first RISLA-based product descriptions were fully operational.

3.3 Reverse Engineering

CWI could understand the decision to use traditional C and Lex/Yacc development tools, but naturally did not share the hesitations concerning the feasibility and benefits of using algebraic specifications for the full specification of RISLA, including type checking and compilation to COBOL. To support this, they decided to formalize type checking and to come up with a specified version of the RISLA to COBOL translation. This project was started in 1993, and took 6 person months to complete [Res94].

The bank’s reaction to this project was favorable. While developing their C-based compiler, it turned out that the design of RISLA was not yet fully mature: consequently, it had to be changed several times. It was clear that (i) such changes in the design were more easily handled when using ASF+SDF, and that (ii) having started with a full specification in ASF+SDF, followed by a C-implementation once the design phase was fully completed, would have saved time and money. Moreover, the bank realized that a type checker is necessary, and that reasoning about the correctness of the compilation was easier using a formal specification.

3.4 Current Work

At the moment work transferring all interest rate product software to the RISLA approach is in full progress. A continuation of the cooperation between CWI and CAP Volmac is moreover planned: Starting June 1995, a re-design phase of will start, aiming at building a modular layer on top of RISLA, and at facilitating extensions to a graphical user interface easily. Six months are planned, during which time the bank’s people will intensively use the ASF+SDF Meta-environment.

4 Specification Results

In order to appreciate of the specification activities involved in the RISLA project, we briefly discuss the specifications of some fundamental data types, the syntax and the translation to COBOL (see [AD92, Res94, Deu94] for the full specifications).

4.1 Data Types

The cash flow is the most important data type of RISLA. It can be modeled as a list of (amount, date) pairs ordered by date, An algebra of cash flows has been specified, introducing several elementary operations on flows, such as addition, netting, or merging (See Appendix A). Related to cash flows are balances, which are modeled as lists of (amount, interval) pairs, indicating that a certain amount of money will be available for the bank during the given date interval. Specifying the data types of RISLA [AD92, Appendix A.1] took
product LOAN

declaration
contract data
PAMOUNT : amount 
STARTDATE : date 
MATURDATE : date 
INTRATE : int-rate 
RDMLIST := [] : cashflow-list 

information
PAF : cashflow-list 
IAF : cashflow-list 

registration
RDM(AMOUNT : amount, DATUM : date) 

local
FFPA(CHFLIST : cashflow-list) : amount 
FRDM : cash flow 
error checks
"Wrong term dates" in case of STARTDATE > MATURDATE 
"Negative amount" in case of PAMOUNT < 0.0

implementation
local
define FPA as IBD(CHFLIST, ->-PAMOUNT, MATURDATE) 
define FRDM as <-/-FPA(RDMLIST), MATURDATE>
information
define PAF as [<->-PAMOUNT, STARTDATE>] >> RDMLIST >> [FRDM] 
define IAF as [<-/-CIA( BL(RDMLIST, <-/-PAMOUNT, <STARTDATE, MATURDATE>>), INTRATE ), MATURDATE >]

registration
define RDM as 
error checks
"Date not in interval" in case of (DATUM < STARTDATE) or (DATUM => MATURDATE) 
"Negative amount" in case of AMOUNT <= 0.0 
"Amount too big" in case of PPA(RDMLIST >> [AMOUNT, DATUM]) > 0.0
RDMLIST := RDMLIST >> [AMOUNT, DATUM]}

Figure 1: A description of a loan in Risla.

about 15 modules, covering 25 pages, using about 100 equations were needed to specify these data types (excluding the modules defining standard data types like Booleans and Integers).

Although constructing these data type specifications was straightforward, it had a clarifying effect. Before, a question like “what is a cash flow” resulted in an answer explaining that it was something which could be used to deal with flows of money resulting from interest products. Later on, the answer became that a cash flow is an element of the sort CASH-FLOW. Secondly, the specifications fixed the argument and result types of many of the built-in functions. In most cases this was again straightforward, but in others various people involved in the project had different opinions about, e.g., the number of arguments given to functions used in RISLA definitions. In those cases, the formal specification served as a fruitful design aid.
module Compile-Error-Checks
imports COBOL Risma Envs Comp-Exprs
exports

context-free syntax
  \begin{align*}
  &cp[\text{CHECK}]_{\text{CP-ENV}} \rightarrow \text{CALC} \\
  &\text{error-code}(\text{ERR-MESSAGE}) \rightarrow \text{NAT}
  \end{align*}

variables
  \begin{align*}
  &\mathcal{E} \rightarrow \text{CP-ENV} \\
  &\text{DeclSet} \rightarrow \text{DECL-SET} \\
  &\text{Mess} \rightarrow \text{RIS-MESSAGE} \\
  &\epsilon \rightarrow \text{RIS-EXPR} \\
  &S^+ \rightarrow \text{COBOL-STATS}
  \end{align*}

equations
  \begin{align*}
  \epsilon_{\text{bool-exp}} & = (\text{DeclSet}, S^+) \\
  \delta_{\text{case of } \epsilon} & = \\
  &\begin{cases}
  \text{IF } \text{RET-CODE} \text{ EQUAL } \text{val}(\text{TRUE}) \\
  S^+ \\
  \text{IF } \text{RET-CODE} \text{ EQUAL } \text{val}(\text{FALSE}) \\
  \text{MOVE } \text{err-code}(\text{Mess}) \text{ TO } \text{RET-CODE} \\
  \text{ELSE MOVE } 0 \text{ TO } \text{RET-CODE} \\
  \text{END-IF} \\
  \text{END-IF}
  \end{cases}
  \end{align*}

Figure 2: An example compilation equation

4.2 Risma Syntax

The Risma language can be used to manipulate these data types. Each Risma description defines a product, for which a name is given and, most importantly, functions computing the resulting cash-flows are defined. A simple definition for a loan is shown in Figure 1 (taken from [Res94]). The contract data of a loan are the principal amount, start and maturity date, and interest rate, which are given a value whenever an instance of a loan is created (i.e., when two parties have agreed on a contract). The initially empty RDMLIST indicates at what dates the loan is redeemed, and with which amounts. The information that can be extracted from a loan are the principal amount flow \( P \text{AF} \), and the interest amount flow \( I \text{AF} \).

The implementation section defines how these cash flow lists can be computed, taking, e.g., the redemption list into account. Several built-in functions on cash-flows and balances are used, such as \( \text{IBD} \), "Initial Balance on Date", or \( \text{CIA} \), "Calculate Interest Amount".

The original folder on Risma [AG92] did not contain a context-free grammar for Risma. Together with the author of most of the initial example product definitions, we constructed an initial version of a grammar, tested whether a simple product description fitted well in this syntax, updated the syntax where necessary, and tried the next product. After several iterations, we had defined ten products ranging from the simple Loan to the "Fixed Rate Agreement", and a stable syntax. The interactive setting of the ASF+SDF Meta-environment proved ideal for these purposes.

4.3 COBOL Generation

Although it is quite standard to use algebraic specifications to describe translations between languages, it was intriguing to specify a translation of Risma to COBOL. For mapping Risma abstract syntax trees (ASTs) to COBOL ASTs the specification has to build up an environment containing the user-defined variables and functions, compute intermediate values, infer types, and so on. Figure 2 shows one equation handling error checks. The condition is used to produce the COBOL code for evaluating the case expression. The COBOL code (in concrete syntax, written in teletype) in the right-hand side of the conclusion
inspects the result value and sets the RET-CODE variable accordingly.

Using term rewriting this specification can be executed, thus yielding a (not very efficient, but useful) RISLA to COBOL compiler. Note that this term rewriting systems produces an abstract syntax tree, and that proper pretty printing of this COBOL tree is essential (indenting at correct column levels). We were able to use the pretty print generator implemented by Van den Brand for these purposes [Bra93].

5 Discussion

- Financial engineering is extremely suitable as application area for formal methods. There are, of course, no safety critical issues, as, e.g., in nuclear or railway applications, but the financial damage due to incorrect data provided by management information systems can be considerable. Moreover, the arithmetical nature of interest computations makes formalizations over financial products relatively easy.

- The formal method used, algebraic specification, is easy to learn, and is moreover supported by tools. In order to get a first grip on algebraic specifications, all one needs to understand is the simple notion of term rewriting. For this reason, we were able to involve employees of CAP Volmac and Bank MeesPierson actively in the project. The incremental syntax-directed editing facilities of the ASF+SDF Metaenvironment gave immediate feedback whenever the user made syntactic errors.

- The crucial parts of the specification must be executable; The possibility to test the specification and to validate that the functions defined indeed have the expected behavior is essential for building up confidence in the formalization choices.

- Algebraic specifications typically offer little (or no) built-in data types. The importance of a well-developed library of modules defining (variations of) standard data types cannot be overestimated: it is impossible to explain to experienced software developers that now they are using sophisticated new technology they have to start defining an integer module themselves. For RISLA we used library versions for the Booleans and Integers. We also needed Real numbers, but had to write our own specification for these.

- Some support for record types with named fields is desirable. Record types are not specifically supported by algebraic specifications, and neither are they by ASF+SDF. Such types can be introduced as abbreviations for clean specifications, with an underlying efficient implementation.

- The problem when applying formal methods in real-life is not to write the specification, but to relate the clean specification to the dirty running systems. We addressed this by describing the translation of RISLA to sequences of COBOL routine calls, but have the impression that much more research in this area is necessary.
• The formalism used should support the notation with which the application specialists are familiar. Naturally, this is of utmost importance if the specification involves the definition of languages. The use of concrete syntax in ASF+SDF equations makes the translation equations look as natural as is possible.

• The project helps to compare non-formal and formal language definitions. Initially, a small formalization was performed; then the language was implemented in Lex/Yacc/C, and then re-engineered using formal methods.

Every one involved in the project agrees that it would have been better had the full formalization been undertaken immediately. The design of RISLA was not yet finished, while implementation was started already, requiring several time consuming re-implementations. During a formalization, such changes in the design are processed more easily.

• Theorem proving played no role. Conform Hall, the fact is that formal methods are all about specifications [Hal90], we only described the RISLA language formally.

• Crucial for the success of a formal methods project is the attitude taken by the partners. We were greatly helped by a clear separation of expertise (financial specialist versus specification guru), respect for each other’s decisions, and an eagerness to learn about the other’s specialism.
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In this module, we list the ASF+SDF code of a slightly simplified definition of the cash flows, based on [AD92].

imports Dates

exports
	sorts CASH-FLOW FLOW-LIST

context-free syntax

"(" "amount:" INT "," "date:" DATE ")" → CASH-FLOW
CASH-FLOW "." date → DATE
CASH-FLOW "." amount → INT
CASH-FLOW "." amount ":=" INT → CASH-FLOW

"[" \{CASH-FLOW ","\}* "]" → FLOW-LIST
ins(CASH-FLOW, FLOW-LIST) → FLOW-LIST
merge(FLOW-LIST, FLOW-LIST) → FLOW-LIST
nett(FLOW-LIST) → FLOW-LIST
split-before(FLOW-LIST, DATE) → FLOW-LIST
split-after(FLOW-LIST, DATE) → FLOW-LIST
inv(FLOW-LIST) → FLOW-LIST
FLOW-LIST "-" FLOW-LIST → FLOW-LIST \{left\}
FLOW-LIST "+" FLOW-LIST → FLOW-LIST \{left\}

hiddens

c context-free syntax

sorted-insert(CASH-FLOW, FLOW-LIST) → FLOW-LIST

exports

variables

\[ C \[0-9]* \rightarrow CASH-FLOW \]
\[ C \[0-9]* \{*,\} \rightarrow \{CASH-FLOW ","\}* \]
\[ F \[0-9]* \rightarrow FLOW-LIST \]

equations

Querying and updating a single cash flow

\[ \langle amount: N, date: D \rangle \cdot date = D \quad [1] \]
\[ \langle amount: N, date: D \rangle \cdot amount = N \quad [2] \]
(amount: \( N_1 \), date: \( D \)) \cdot amount := N_2 = (amount: \( N_2 \), date: \( D \)) \[3\]

Inserting elements in a sorted list

\[
\text{sorted-insert}(C, []) = [C]
\] \[4\]

\[ C_1 \cdot \text{date} \leq C_2 \cdot \text{date} = \text{true} \rightarrow \text{sorted-insert}(C_1, [C_2, C^*]) = [C_1, C_2, C^*] \] \[5\]

\[ C_1 \cdot \text{date} \leq C_2 \cdot \text{date} = \text{false} \rightarrow \text{sorted-insert}(C_1, [C_2, C^*]) = \text{sorted-insert}(C_2, \text{sorted-insert}(C_1, [C^*])) \] \[6\]

Insertion of non-empty elements.

\[
\text{ins}(C, F) = F \quad \text{when } C \cdot \text{amount} = 0
\] \[7\]

\[
\text{ins}(C, F) = \text{sorted-insert}(C, F) \quad \text{when } C \cdot \text{amount} \neq 0
\] \[8\]

Merging two flow lists.

\[
\text{merge}(F, []) = F
\] \[9\]

\[
\text{merge}(F, [C, C^*]) = \text{ins}(C, \text{merge}(F, [C^*]))
\] \[10\]

Making dates unique, netting the amounts.

\[
\text{nett}([]) = []
\] \[11\]

\[
\text{nett}([C]) = [C]
\] \[12\]

\[
C_1 \cdot \text{date} = C_2 \cdot \text{date} \rightarrow \text{nett}([C_1, C_2, C^*]) = \text{nett}(\text{ins}(C_1 \cdot \text{amount} := C_1 \cdot \text{amount} + C_2 \cdot \text{amount}, [C^*]))
\] \[13\]

\[
C_1 \cdot \text{date} \neq C_2 \cdot \text{date} \rightarrow \text{nett}([C_1, C_2, C^*]) = \text{ins}(C_1, \text{nett}([C_2, C^*]))
\] \[14\]

“Arithmetic” operations

\[
\text{inv}([]) = []
\] \[15\]

\[
\text{inv}([C, C^*]) = \text{ins}(C \cdot \text{amount} := -C \cdot \text{amount}, \text{inv}([C^*])) \quad \text{for } C \cdot \text{date} < D = \text{true}
\] \[16\]

\[
F_1 + F_2 = \text{nett}(\text{merge}(F_1, F_2))
\] \[17\]

\[
F_1 - F_2 = F_1 + \text{inv}(F_2)
\] \[18\]

Taking first and second parts of a flow list

\[
\text{split-before}([], D) = []
\] \[19\]

\[
\text{split-before}([C^*, C], D) = [C^*, C] \quad \text{when } C \cdot \text{date} < D = \text{true}
\] \[20\]

\[
\text{split-before}([C^*, C], D) = \text{split-before}([C^*], D) \quad \text{when } C \cdot \text{date} \geq D = \text{true}
\] \[21\]

\[
\text{split-after}(F, D) = F - \text{split-before}(F, D)
\] \[22\]
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